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Extracting meaningful information and reports from large volumes of 
data can be an overwhelming undertaking, especially when print 
output is involved. Perhaps even more daunting is the task of ensuring 
that customers, partners, employees, and suppliers can quickly access 
this information.

ERM systems such as IBM® Content Manager OnDemand (CMOD) 
reduce costly, high volume print output and improve customer service 
by capturing and presenting electronic information. With CMOD you can:

• Reduce operating costs by electronically capturing, indexing,
archiving, and delivering reports, statements and other
computer-generated output

• Improve customer service by providing customers and call center
representatives with fast, online access to customer bills, statements
and invoices

• Increase competitive advantage by turning customer and back office
data into actionable information

Why enChoice?

enChoice is widely recognized as IBM’s most experienced CMOD services 
partner. The enChoice team possesses over 100 years of combined 
CMOD experience and has performed over 100 CMOD installations for 
leading companies including  American National Insurance Company 
(ANICO), US Foods, and Bank of Oklahoma. The enChoice CMOD 
team has all the skills required to deliver an end-to-end CMOD solution 

enChoice is the only company with custom data extraction tools that 
significantly expedite migrations to CMOD by quickly and accurately 
extracting data from legacy and homegrown ERM systems. 

enChoice also has direct access to the IBM CMOD lab and enChoice is 
the leading Primary Support Provider for CMOD. This provides us with 
knowledge of product road maps, undocumented features and other 
information enabling us to deliver unmatched CMOD solutions.

enChoice ERM Services

• Consulting

• Installations and deployments

• Migrations and upgrades

• From and to CMOD

• Anacomp

• ASG/Mobius

• BMC Control-D

• CA Technologies SAR/Dispatch

• COLD II

• COOL

• Dell Clerity

• IBM FileNet Panagon

• IBM FileNet Report Manager

• Optika

• Treev

• WinCoins/RMOD

• Managed services

• Remote system administration

• Education and mentoring

• Assistance deducing IBM
licensing and renewals



+1.480.477.3838 
enchoice.com

About the enChoice ERM Team 
The enChoice ERM team is based in North America, with security clearances and the ability to work on both 
compliance and commercial projects. The head of the enChoice ERM practice, Michelle Christensen, was formerly a 
CMOD Program Manager and Worldwide Sales Leader for IBM, and has been honored as an IBM Champion for her 
commitment to the CMOD solution.  Michelle is a certified MVS Systems Programmer and also a published author 
and recognize ECM Expert.

Managed Services
If you are looking to access needed skills, improve customer service, mitigate new technology risks, and lower costs 
associated with your ASG Mobius ViewDirect or IBM CMOD System, enChoice can help! 
enChoice has been providing mission-critical support through a helpdesk service to content services systems for 
over 25 years, and we now serve about 500 ECM customers worldwide, including several multinational clients. 
enChoice has a dedicated US based staff of engineers providing Mission Critical Support 24/7 with a one-hour 
response time. Every one of our accounts has a defined primary and secondary support engineer, and their lot in life 
is to know you and know your system. Since 2003, we have averaged a 9.5 out of 10 customer satisfaction rating.

ERM Migrations
ERM system migrations can be daunting and overwhelming—if you don’t have the right partner. enChoice offers end-
to-end solutions to make your migration and system transition as easy as possible. Available services include 
consulting for IBM CMOD platform, ASG/Mobius ViewDirect® product line, CA Dispatch/SAR & View solutions as well 
as BMC Control-D platform. Modernizing these antiquated mainframe distribution applications, and CCM applications 
can provide you with a cost effective and strategic long-term archiving and regulatory compliant solution. 
enChoice also offers extraction services for customers wishing to move off ViewDirect systems as well as CA and BMC 
systems. These services automate the extraction process, converting archives to a standard format for ingestion into a 
new ERM system of your choice.

IBM CMOD Education 
enChoice is the only IBM-authorized CMOD education provider for CMOD version 
10.X. enChoice’s OnDemand UniversitySM offers training courses for new and
experienced CMOD users who want to learn how to get the most from their CMOD 
systems. Course types include:

Public Instructor-Led Online Training
Instructor-led online (ILO) training courses provide all the benefits of live 
instruction without the hassle of travel time and costs – students can learn virtually 
from wherever an Internet connection is available.

Self-Paced Online Training
Self-paced online training courses from enChoice are perfect for busy professionals who require flexibility with their 
class schedules. Classes may be taken anytime, anywhere at the student’s own pace through the OnDemand 
University portal.

Private Instructor-Led Online or Onsite Training 
OnDemand University instructor-led online and onsite training courses are a good option for companies that wish 
to train a department or group. Two to five day courses can be customized to meet your needs.

For more information on OnDemand University offerings, visit: www.enchoice.com/Learn/IBMCMODEducation. 

https://www.enchoice.com/Learn/IBMCMODEducation



